Words of Wisdom: Beauty Tips

FOR WRINKLED BROWS: Try the Well-known cream, SWEETNESS OF TEMPER. It tones up the facial muscles, reduces wrinkles and is very uplifting.

FOR THE LIPS: Use the marvelous lip stick SILENCE. It is particularly good for lips that have been distorted by uncharitable gossip.

FOR LOVELY HANDS: There's only one preparation to use. It is called GENEROSITY. Get a large jar.

FOR FACIAL TONE: Expose the face to the morning air, especially between 6 and 8 o'clock. The air on the way to Mass is especially refreshing and uplifting.

FOR CLEAR EYES: Faithful care with that tried and true protective preparation, MODESTY. For the best results, we recommend that you carry it with you wherever you go.

A WONDERFUL CLEANING AGENT - Confession.

AN IDEAL CONDITIONER AND BEAUTIFIER - Holy Communion.
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